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THE VATICAN CODEX OF LIVY'S THIRD DECADE
AND ITS SIGNATURES.

MY apology for reverting to this subject is a recent article by Mr.
W. C. F. Walters in the April number of the Classical Quarterly for igio on
the signatures in the Vatican Codex (Vat. Reg. 762). Mr. Walters does not
seem to have been aware that this manuscript, though not of direct value in
the constitution of the text of Livy, is one whose interest from a palaeo-
graphical point of view has long been recognized. A number of articles have
been written concerning it, most of which deal with the signatures, the subject
of Mr. Walters' paper, more fully and more accurately than he has done.
Beyond giving the signatures, two of them incorrectly, Walters does nothing
more than to conclude that there were eight scribes, who copied 42 quater-
nions. But a great deal more than this is known about the scribes and
the manuscript. In fact, thanks to the ingenious combinations of Chatelain
and Traube in piecing together the hints suggested by the signatures, more is
known about this particular manuscript and the circumstances under which it
was made than is the case with any other manuscript of a classical author of
so early a date. It may therefore be worth while to summarize the known
data concerning the manuscript, with a brief account of how they were
worked out, referring the reader for the details to the articles mentioned in the
footnotes.

That the manuscript is a copy of P (National Library, Paris, 5730) has
long been recognized. The signatures of the scribes appended to the various
quaternions were noted by Wolfflin.1 But to Chatelain belongs the credit of
discovering, by means of the signatures, that, when the manuscript was copied,
the old uncial codex was taken apart, and equal portions of nine quaternions
each were assigned to seven2 scribes. Chatelain3 noticed that the end of the
quota copied by Gyslarus, whose signature GyslaKc appears on fol. 6 vo.
coincided, even to a syllable, with the end of quaternion IX of P ; that
of Aldo, with the end of quaternion XVIII; that of Fredeg, with the end of
quaternion XXXVI ; that of Nauto and Theogrimn together, with the end of
quaternion XXXVI; that of Theodegri, with the end of quaternion XLV; that
of Ansoaldus, with the end of quaternion LIV ; and that the writing on the

1 Philologus, XXXIII, 1874, pp. 186-189. portion makes an eighth, if he is not the same
2 The scribe Theogrimn who finished Nauto's person as Theodegri. See below.

3 Revue de Philologie, vol. xiv., 1890.
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last folio copied by each scribe, with the exception of Nauto and Landemarus,
was spread out or condensed so as to correspond with the end of the
quaternions in P, which were multiples of nine. Making use of the data
furnished by Chatelain, Traube1 pointed out that the names of these scribes
are to be found in the Libri Confraternitatum Sancti Galli2 in the list of the
monks of Tours, and that they all occur in a definite place upon the list—
namely, in the second of the columns devoted to the monks of St. Martin's.
From this he inferred that, in the monastery of St. Martin, there was a definite
class of monks who performed the duty of scribes, and were regularly engaged
as such in the scriptorium of the monastery. The names corresponding to
the signatures are as follows :

Signatures in Vat. Reg. 762. Names on col. 14, Lib. Confr. S. Galli.

Gyslaw:( = Gyslarus) Gislarius (no. 3)
Aldo Aldo (no. 10)
Fredeg3 Fredegaudus (no. 37)
Nauto Nauto (no. 36)
TheodegrI Teutcrimus (no. 26)
Ansoaldus Ansoaldus (no. 4)
Landemarus Landemarus (no. 24)

There is no separate name in the list of the monks of Tours to correspond
to the signature Theogrin, but it is probable that TheodegrI and Theogrin
were one and the same person, who used a different spelling in signing his
name to the quota of Nauto which he finished. The abbot at the head of the
list of the monks of St. Martin's in the Lib. Confraternitatum is Fridegisus,
the successor of Alcuin, who held the abbacy from 804 to 834. Traube is
consequently justified in placing the date of the manuscript between those
years. The fact that all these scribes were monks of Tours makes it practically
certain that the work of transcription was done at Tours, and that the
Puteanus, which at that time belonged to the monastery at Corbie, was
borrowed for the purpose. This supposition would account for the haste
shown in putting so many scribes to work upon making the copy, which must
have amounted to the concentration of the energies of the entire scriptorium
upon this one task. The manuscript is therefore a good example of the
developed calligraphy of Tours, produced within thirty years of the death
of Alcuin. This monastery was, under his abbacy (from 796 to 804, the year

1 Sitzungsberichte der Munchener Akademie, Heft list of the monks of Tours in the Lib. Confr.
3, p. 425. This identification, however, is improbable. I

2 Ed. Piper, Mon. Germ. Hist. have carefully compared the work of this scribe
3 Chatelain (Rev. dc Philologie, vol. xiv.), before with that of the others (see Certain Sources oj

the publication of Traube's article, supposed Corruption in Latin MSS., Macm., 1904, p. 12).
that Fredeg stood for Fredegus or Fredegarius. It contains even more careless blunders than the
Later, in his Paleographie des Classiques Latins, average ; and this part of the copy can hardly be
9e liwaison, 1895, he writes Fredegisus, and, by the work of a man who had a reputation for
implication at least, identifies the scribe with learning. I agree, therefore, with Traube's
Fredegisus, the abbot of the monastery and the identification, Fredegaudus.
successor of Alcuin, whose name is first in the
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of his death), the centre of the reform in writing which spread over almost the
whole of Western Europe, and of the new activity in the production of
manuscripts to which we owe such a very large number of the texts of the
Latin authors. The manuscript is thus typical of the movement, and, as its
uncial original is extant, it is possible to test the fitness of the ninth century
monks for the task of copying the older manuscripts of the fifth and sixth
centuries, and to study by concrete example the errors to which they were
prone.1

Besides its palaeographical interest, the manuscript has an additional
significance because of the fact that, with the exception of C (Parisinus
Colbertinus 5731), all the MSS. of the decade which belong to the Puteanus
group trace their descent from P through this ninth century copy, as I have
pointed out in ' Studies in the MSS. of the Third Decade of Livy,' Classical
Philology, vol. iv., pp. 405-419. The portions of M (Mediceus Laurentianus
LXIII. 20) and the other MSS., except C, which may be used for the first part
of the decade, now missing in P, are derived from P through the copy made by
Gyslarus, of which 6 folios still remain ; and the portions of B (Bambergensis
M. IV), X (Laurentianus LXII. 21), Vat. 1487, and the other MSS. repre-
senting the Puteanus tradition for the portion of book XXX which is missing
in P, are derived from P through the copy made by Landemarus, of which
there remain something over three full quaternions. A comparison of the
extant portions of the work of these two scribes with the text of P, and
a study of the errors to which they were individually prone, would not be
without value in considering those portions for which it is necessary to use the
derived manuscripts.

The consensus of these MSS. with C establishes the Puteanus tradition.
A word must be said about the weight to be given to their consensus against
C, or, in other words, the relative merits of the Vatican Codex and C.
Walters asserts the superiority of C, though he admits that his perusal of the
Roman codex was hasty. In this I think he is wrong. The only readings of
C to which I have access are those given in the Analecta Liviana of Mommsen
and Studemund, in which, it must be admitted, there are errors and omissions.
But, making allowance for this, it is possible to test in a general way the
relative fidelity of C and Vat. Reg. 762 (to be called hereafter R) to the
readings of P. I give all the readings from the passages cited in the Analecta
in which the two MSS. show divergence, except where corrections in P are
responsible for the variation, and the one MS. has the original reading and the
other the correction.2 I have marked with an asterisk the readings of C
which have to be assumed upon Mommsen's silence or his plerique. The

1 I have given a classified list of the errors of - This is particularly the case in connection
these eight scribes in Certain Sources of Corruption with the corrections by erasure in P. These
in Latin MSS. with the purpose of illustrating were made after R was copied, but earlier than,
the errors which crept into the texts of the Latin or contemporaneously with, the copying of C.
authors in this century in the process of copying
majuscule, and particularly uncial, manuscripts.
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readings of R are from a collation made by myself, and checked with a
collation made for me later by Dr. E. A. Loeuw. Those of P are from the
critical apparatus of August Luchs, with a few corrections made by myself
after consulting that manuscript. The readings marked thus: reliquerant]
are the accepted readings of the edd. :

XXVII, 33, 6 reliquerant] C*1, relinquerant P R C2.
1 1 immortalis] P R1, immortales C* R2.

miseritos] P R, misertos C*.
34, 5 opsoleta] P C*, opsoleta in obsolita mut. R1.

7 ibat] C*, ibant P R.
marci] marcia P R, martia C1.

9 q.] P C*, que R, posted ras. q. effectum.
12 ciuitatis] P R, ciuitates C1.

miseritos] P R, misertos C*.

aliquot insequentes] aliquotiensequentis P, aliquotiens
sequentis C, aliquotiensequente R1, aliquotiens se-
quentes R2.

restitutum] P C R2, destitutum R1.
quaeque] C*, quaequae P R.
strenui sit] P C*, strenuis id R.
consulatibus] C*, consularibus P R.
partae] P C*, parte R.
essem] C*, esse P R.
aemulationes] C*, aemulatione P R.
tuam] C\ uam P R C2. (The readings of C are probably

wrongly given in the Analecta.)
faceret] feceres P R, faceres C.
hannibal] P C, habal R.
cladium] C, gladium P R.
expuleris] P R, expelleris C1.
nondum] P R, non est C.
diuersos] R2, diuersus P R1, sunt diuersius C1, sunt

diuersi usque C2.
classes] P C, clases R.

fauorem] fatio rem P1, facilio rem P2 C, facillionis R.
(By a parablepsy the eye of the scribe passed uncon-
sciously from the o of fatio rem to that of Scipionis a
few words later, hence facillionis. This accidental
error of Landemarus is the worst corruption in R,
and is the chief earmark of its descendants. See
'The Relationships of the MSS. in the Puteanus
Group,' Class. Phil., vol. iv.)
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Leaving out of consideration 28, 13, 10 aliquotiensequentis, where neither
MS. has exactly the reading of P, and 28, 41, 1 uam, where the reading of
C is probably wrongly given in the A nalecta, the figures for the consensus
of P R as against the consensus of P C are (1) 16 to 8, including the passages
in which the reading of C is assumed upon Mommsen's silence or his plerique;
(2) excluding these passages, the figures are 6 to 3. The ratio according
to either method of reckoning is 2 to 1 in favour of R. We are here
discussing only the question which manuscript the better represents the
Puteanus tradition. This is given the more faithfully, mistakes and all, in R.
C, on the other hand, corresponds more frequently with the accepted readings,
where there are minor mistakes in P. But when one balances the readings
sunt diversius and non est of C against the error facillionis in R, it is clear that
in the latter case we are dealing with an unconscious slip, while in the former
we have conscious emendations which are not only beside the mark, but have
destroyed the clues to the original reading.

The passages in R covered by the A nalecta were copied by TheodegrI and
Ansoaldus. One citation falls in the portion copied by Landemarus. These
three scribes are rather below than above the others in accuracy. The above
test is therefore fairly representative, and one may safely conclude that R
reproduces the Puteanus tradition more faithfully than C. Since, however,
the only portions of the descendants of R which are of service in the study of
the text are derived from the copy made by the Gyslarus and Landemarus, a
better test would be to compare the readings of C, were they available, with
the extant work of these two scribes.

But to return to Walters' report of the signatures. I have noted the
following errors: The signature attached to fol. 6 vo. is not Girlarx, as
Walters gives it, but Gyslar% = Gyslarus (it appears as Gislarius in the Libri
Confraternitatum S. Galli); the signature appended to quaternions XXXI-
XXXV is not Luxidemaris, but Landemarus ; the word written at the foot of
fol. 120 ro. is not traliu, but Titi Liuii; the signature of Nauto is wrongly
given for fol. 103 vo. instead of 108 vo.; he has omitted the signature of Aldo
(partly cut in trimming the folio) on 36 vo., and that of the same scribe (now
erased) on 48 vo.; he has also omitted the signature of Theogn (erased) on
135 vo., and that of the same scribe (also erased) on 141 vo.; he has failed to
note that, although the name of Theogrin is signed to fol. 119 vo., the work of
Nauto continues to 120 ro. near the bottom of the page, ending with hasdrubale
XXV. 39, 4; the word erased at the foot of 157 vo. is bauone, likewise that on
173 vo. is also bauone (ne now erased).

F. W. SHIPLEY.
ST. LOBIS, MO.


